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OPTICAL PROPERTIESOF F CENTERSIN KCN CRYSTAL
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Absorption, excitation and emission spectra of F centers in KCN were
measured between 4.5 K and 175 K. Due to the cubic to orthorhombic
structural phase transition at 168 K, the F band splits into three
components. Their properties in the antiferroelectric phase (T<83 K)
are explained by an internal Stark effect due to the local electric
field. The single emission band has a decay time of 21.5 neec at
4.5K.

The properties of alkali—cyanides crystals 10 mA tungsten target X ray source, at a tempe—
such as crystalline structure

1, specific heat2, rature near —l0~Cto avoid Mcenter formation,
dielectric constants3 and Reman scatteringk and with irradiation times from 5 to 40 minu—
have been recently studied in a large range of tea. The luminescence spectra were analysed
temperature. ñ~omtemperaturesjust below the with a Jarrell—Ash grating monochromatorand
melting point down to 168 K, pure KCN crystals
present the cubic NaC]. type structure, due to
the rapid reorientation of the CN ion group. KCN: F [ENTERS
At 168 K, a structural phasetransition occurs, 40 80 120 160
changing the crystal symmetry point group from I I
cubic (Oh) to orthorhombic (D2h)5. This phase 2.36k
transition can be assigned to the elastic • 4 • , • • 4 • • 4
orientation of the CN ions along one of the 2 4
original <110> directions of the cubic crystal.
The overall cubic symmetry is preserved by the
formation of crystalline domains6. The elastic 2.22~
alignment of the CN ions still allows their I
reorientation with respect to head and tail >. 2.201-’ • 7 •
(electric dipole moment) by jumps via inter— •
mediate <111> orthorhombic directions6. This ~ 2

18L I
reorientation process is frozen in at a second
phase transition which occurs at 83 K, leaving ~ 2.10 •
the crystal in an antiferroelectric state. • (a) absorption

The optical and magnetic properties of F 2.08 - •
centers in KCN have been measured at room tem-
perature

7’8 but few informations were obtained 2.06 -

in the orthorhombic phase below the i68 K where
the domains formation causes several experimen— 2 ñ4 - •
tal problems, especially in the optical absor—

ption measurements. Nevertheless, Ohkura et
al.9 measuredtheir luminescencespectrum near
liquid nitrogen temperature and they suggested 1.32 - + •.. (b) emission
that the properties of F centers could be modi—

fled in the antiferroelectric phase. 130 -

In this letter, we present a more detailed ______________________________________
study of the optical properties of F centers 40 80 120 160
between liquid helium temperature and 170 K, Temperature [K]
and discuss their relation to the antiferro—
electric state. Fig. 1. Absorption and emission spectra of F

Single crystals of highly zone refined centers in KCN at 4.5 K. The dots are
KCN, grown at the crystal growth laboratory of some measured optical densities. The
the Physics Department of the University of best fit to all absorption data is shown
Utah, were cleaved and mounted in a variable by the full curve. The three gaussian
temperature. continuous flow cryostat. The sam— shaped components of the F absorption
plea were irradiated with X rays from a 150 ~, band are shown by dashed lines.
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detected with a PbS I.R. cell. ~ccitations were longer wavelengths (fig. 2b) but the bandwidth
obtained with a 2 mW Re—Ne laser. is not affected by the temperaturewithin our

Becauseof the strong light scattering of experimental errors.
the samplesdue to the domain structure obser— The marked red shift of the lower energy
red below 168 K, the absorption spectrawere absorption band appears to be strongly connec—
measured with a single beam spectrophotometer, ted to particular properties of the antiferro—
in which a short focusing lens was placed just electric phase (T < 83 K). Between 4.~ K and

behind the sample. The reference signal was 100 K it is indeed about three times larger
taken in the non irradiated pure crystal at low than the one measuredfor the F band in typical
temperature, allowing direct suppressionof the alkali halides. Also a marked change occurs

light scattered baseline. Care was taken to near 83 K, at the antiferroelectric phase tran—
avoid distortion of the absorption band due to sition. The smaller red shift of the lumines—
the 1.5. luminescence of the F center by filte— cence band seems to behave in a similar way.
ring the output light with a KG 3 Schott f11— The structure of the absorption band can
ter. be understood as follows : When the crystal is

Fig. 1 shows the absorption and emission cooled down below 168 K, the three 2P like r~
spectraof F centers in KCN at 4.~ K. The emis— Levels of the excited F center, originally de—
sion spectrum has been corrected for optical generated in the cubic symmetry, split in three

responsesof the instruments. The absorption r~,r~and r~levels in D2h symmetry, giving
spectrumwas decomposedby computer in three rise to the three observedbands in the absor—
gaussian shapedbands. At 4.5 K, they peak at ption spectrum (fig. 1). According to the sym—
2.097 eV, 2.203 eV and 2.350 eV with bandwidth metry of the deformation of the cubic cell in
equal respectively to 0.13 eV, 0.15 eV and 0.17 the structural phase transition at 168 ~ (te—
eV. The absorption spectrum changeswith tern— tragonal + trigonal distortion), labelling x,
perature but can always be described by three y, z, the three orthorhombic axes so that the
gaussiancomponents. The main effect of~tempe— correspondinglattice parameters are respecti—
rature is reflected in the spectral location of vely equal to 6.13, 4.22 and 5.07 and if z is
the three components (fig. 2). The bandwidth the ferroelastic a.xis, the r~level Cx axis)
of the three componentsincreases slightly with has the higher energy and the r level (z axis)
temperature. The luminescencespectrum excited the lower one.
with a 6328 ~ Re—Ne laser is always a single Below 83 K, the electric dipole moments of
gaussian shapedband located at 1.325 eV with the CN ions are all aligned along the ferro—
0.17 eV bandwidth at 4.5 K. At higher tempera— elastic axis in an antiferroelectric way. In—
tures, there is a shift of the peak position to version symmetry at the anion site is lost and
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Figure 2 Temperature dependence of the peak position of the three

components of the F absorption band (a) and of the emission

band (b). The arrow indicates the transition temperature

to the antiferroej.ectrjc state of the crystal.
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theoretical calculations of the lowest energy alkali halides. Calculation of the decay time
arrangementgives the symmetry C

2y for the with the modified Einstein coefficient
12 and

anion site6. The effect of the temperature on assumingthe absorption oscillator strength of
the absorption spectrum can be explained as a the order of 1 gives a value of 18 nsec. We
temperature dependent internal Stark effect due conclude that in the BES the 2S and 2P like
to the local field. Since the interaction states are probably widely separated so that
Hamiltonian of the F center electron and the almost no field mixing exist between them, the
local field transforms like the r

1 representa— emitting state being 2P like. On the other

tion of the C2V group, it will only mix the 2S hand, the temperaturepeak shift of the F
like Cr1) excited state with the 2P~like (r1) center luminescence band observed between 4.5 K
excited state leaving unperturbed the r2 and r~ and 100 K (fig. 2) is of the same order of
levels

10. Therefore, according to the levels magnitude as those typically observed in alkali
sequence,only the lowest energy absorption halides; it is therefore hard to decide a prio—
band will shift with temperature. The magni— ri whether the peak shift of the luminescence
tude of the local field can account for this in KCN is either due to a thermal process ama—
shift, although the 2S and 2P

5 like states are logous to that known in alkali halides or to a
well separatedin energy. In order to explain small field mixing with the 28 like state of
the sign of the observedenergy shift, we con— even both phenomena. Furthermore, we are not
dude that the 25 like excited state lies below yet able to decide whether the symmetry of the
the

2Pz like state; due to the field mixing emitting stat~ewould allow field mixing with
they will repel each other and therefore give the 2S like r

1 state.
the right sign of the energy shift of the 2P Finally, the excitation spectra of the F
like level

11, luminescence was measured and the result showed
The lifetime of the relaxed excited state also the three gaussian shaped components.

(R.E.S.) of the F center was measured by recor— Their relative intensities are different from
ding the decay of the luminescencewith a fast those observed in absorption, the lower energy
storage Tektronix oscilloscope following 1 nsec band being strongly favoured with respect to
laser pulse excitation at 2.067 eV. The cxci— the other two.
tation pulse was obtained from an Electropho—
tonics model 23 dye laser whose pulse width was Acknowled~ents— We are grateful to Prof.
sliced to 1 nsec with a Pockel’s cell. The Fritz Lüty for kindly supplying the samples for
decay is exponential on l~ decades, giving at these experiments and the Swiss National
T < 10 K a lifetime of 21.5 ±2 nsec. This ScienceFoundation for financial support. One
short lifetime is one of the most stricking of us (JPW) is grateful to the Department of
difference betweenF centers in KCN and in Physics of the Pontificia TJniversidadeCatdli—

ca, for financial aid.
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